Canopy Variants
Many SkLO pendant lights which are suspended on rigid brass tube stems are available with multiple canopy options. The
standard canopies offered with most of our stem-hung pendants do not accommodate sloped ceilings. On this page, you
will find options for accommodating sloped ceilings, and also for locating pendants independant of recessed electrical box
locations.
All canopy options will be finished to match the metal finish of the fixture for which they are specified.
The canopy options shown on this page are available for an additional cost - Please specify the code for the canopy variant
when ordering
Not all canopy options are compatible with all SkLO pendants. Check the list of compatible fixtures for each option, and make
sure to specify the canopy option code when ordering.
HS101 30-degree Swivel Canopy
Combined with standard canopies on some
fixtures, this swivel will allow accommodation of
up to a 30 degree ceiling slope only. Solid brass
construction.
This swivel will not accommodate slopes more
than 30 degrees - SkLO is not responsible for
consequences of inappropriate use on steeper
slopes.

HS102 Hang Straight Canopy
The hang straight is a hook-and-loop assembly
which also includes its own dedicated canopy
(1"/25mm deep and 5"/127mm in diameter). This
hang-straight will accommodate all ceiling slopes
for compatible fixtures. The electrical wiring will be
exposed where it passes from the top of the stem
to the opening into the canopy - this cord is black.
Solid brass construction.

HS103 Swagged Hang-Straight
Canopy
The swagged hang straight
allows compatible fixtures to
be suspended from a location
separate from an electrical box. A
simple 1/8"/3mm thick 5"/127mm
diameter brass disc canopy with
two exposed fasteners attaches
to the electrical box, and an
exposed fabric-wrapped electrical
cord swags to the actual fixture,
which will have at the top of its
rigid brass tube stem a twopart hook-and-loop brass hangstraight which accommodates
sloped ceilings and attaches
directly to the finish ceiling. Solid
brass construction.
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Compatible fixtures:
Dew Pendant 		
Drape Arm 3 Pendant
Float 1.0 Pendants
Hold Pin Pendant
Reflect Pendants
Stem 1X Pendants
Stem 2X Pendants
Stem 3X Pendants
Wrap Pin Pendant
Veer Pendants		

LT410
LT360
LT251/252
LT365
LT370/371/372
LT310/312
LT311/314
LT383/384
LT126
LT385/386

Compatible fixtures:
Balance Pendant
Dew Pendant 		
Float 1.0 Pendants
Float 2.0 Pendants
Hold Pin Pendant
Reflect Pendants
Stem 1X Pendants
Stem 2X Pendant
Stem 3X Pendants
Wrap Pin Pendant
Veer Pendants		

LT500
LT410
LT251/252
LT216/220
LT365
LT370/371/372
LT310/312
LT311/314
LT383/384
LT126
LT385/386

Compatible fixtures:
Balance Pendant
Dew Pendant 		
Float 1.0 Pendants
Float 2.0 Pendants
Hold Pin Pendant
Reflect Pendants
Stem 1X Pendants
Stem 2X Pendants
Stem 3X Pendants
Wrap Pin Pendant
Veer Pendants		

LT500
LT410
LT251/252
LT216/220
LT365
LT370/371/372
LT310/312
LT311/314
LT383/384
LT126
LT385/386

Cord length is field adjustable
Standard cord length 72"/1080mm
Longer cord lengths available at
additional cost
Four fabric-wrapped electrical cord
colors available: Black, Grey, Blue
or Gold

